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1 .  E xe c u t i ve  S u mm a r y  

Bureau Veritas (BV) has completed the Space Analysis of the internal spaces at the schools owned and operated by the 
Plainfield Schools. The goal of the assessment is to record instructional and administrative room sizes and uses in each 
building, compare the spaces with published room size standards, and provide the District with an analysis of the student 
capacity at each school. 
 

Findings 

 
 
The tabulated data above shows that some schools are underutilized and have significant capacity to accommodate more 
students. This suggests an overall capacity surplus among the District’s six schools. 
 
The space data does not take into account other operational factors, such as desired class size, number of teachers 
available, or geographic distribution of schools. 
 
Additionally, there are classrooms at each school that are not currently in use.  In addition to square foot calculations per 
student, classroom counts must be considered to determine if sufficient classrooms are available, at appropriate class size, 
to redistrict students from their current schools.  The chart below shows the calculated number of general-purpose 
classrooms at each school versus the number of classrooms needed, using an average class size of 25 students per class, 
with a standard classroom size of 875 square feet. 
 
Note:  Student capacities calculated by square foot per student per classroom are slightly lower than square foot per student 
per school.  Fractions in students per classrooms are rounded down to the nearest integer. 
 
Bureau Veritas noted that some classrooms are not identified with a room number, only identified by name.  For safety 
reasons, all classrooms should be identified using a logical numbering system. 
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Analysis 
 
Considerations on Recommendations:  
 
The school district has considerably more classroom space than it needs to accommodate the student population. Overall, 
school capacity is slightly over that which is needed to accommodate the community’s students. The data shows that the 
high school and middle school are the best utilized of the six facilities; the elementary and early childhood facilities are the 
most underutilized. The school district is operating more building square footage than required to educate the community’s 
children, and would benefit from reducing the number of facilities it currently operates. Fewer schools would mean fewer 
maintenance and operations costs, fewer administrative costs, and possibly reduced school bus trips. Some options for the 
Plainfield BOE are presented below: 
 
Consideration 1: Close an elementary school and redistrict students to other schools that have excess capacity. 
 
Option A1: Consolidate space by closing the Early Childhood Center/Administration facility. This would require three 
considerations: First, a move of pre-K students (4 classrooms, two shifts per day) to existing classrooms at Shepard Hill, 
Moosup, or Memorial. As part of this move, the BOE must consider OEC guidelines on restrooms, space, and 
playgrounds.  The second element of this move would be to relocate administrative functions to schools with available 
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square footage. Facilities that could be explored include Shepard Hill Elementary, Plainfield Central School, and Plainfield 
High School. Elements which must be considered for this relocation include sufficient space for administrative functions, 
security, and access for the public. The district could also explore a leased space for administrative functions. Finally, the 
Early Childhood Center houses the Plainfield Family Resource Center and the Adult Education program through 
EASTCONN. Room for these functions needs to be considered in addition to accommodating the student populations. As 
this involves moving the least number of students, it may be the least disruptive option. 
 
Option A2: Consolidate space through a construction project which adds space to existing facilities and allows for the 
closure of Moosup Elementary school.  Moosup is the oldest building, and thus increased maintenance costs can be 
expected with the facility.  This consolidation would relocate elementary students to Shepard Hill and/or Memorial. Neither 
Shepard Hill or Plainfield Memorial have sufficient full size classrooms to accommodate the Moosup students at this time. 
Additional full size classrooms would need to be added to one of these buildings, or students would need to be transferred 
to both Shepard Hill and Memorial Elementaries. While it is assumed the auxiliary spaces within the schools, such as lunch 
rooms and gymnasiums, have been properly sized from initial construction to accommodate full occupancy, if a solution 
requires building new classrooms, the auxiliary spaces will need to be examined to see if they can meet the additional 
usage. Finally, it is important to note that Moosup has had a recent solar project and a recent CT DAS roof project.  Closing 
a school program within the required DAS timeline can lead to significant financial penalties for a district, as funds need to 
be repaid to the State of Connecticut.  DAS penalties for MES expire in March of 2027.  The Solar Project at MES was 
completed in 2019 and the District has completed payment for this project. 
 
Option A3:  (Requires Construction) Consolidate space through a construction project which adds space to existing facilities 
and allows for the closure of Plainfield Memorial Elementary School and transfers students to both Shepard Hill and Moosup 
Elementary. This is presented as one option for the BOE to consider, however it would require additional space added to 
both remaining elementary facilities.  
 
Consideration 2: Close two lower schools and transfer students to remaining facilities. 
 
Option B1: (Requires Construction) Consolidate space through a construction project which adds space to existing facilities 
and allows for the closure of the Early Childhood Center and Moosup Elementary School; all PK-3 students would be 
enrolled in Shepard Hill Elementary School and additional classrooms and auxiliary spaces would be constructed at Shepard 
Elementary. Family Resource Center and Administrative functions would be relocated as discussed in option A1 or moved 
to a leased space. 
 
Option B2:  Consolidate space by moving Grade 5 from Plainfield Memorial School to PCMS; this would require 
programmatic changes to Plainfield Central Middle School.  It is recommended that school’s explore the impact opening up 
eight classrooms to Grade 5 would have on the PCMS model, as anticipated impacts would occur in special education, 
exploratory classes and grade level offerings. Moving Grade 5 to PCMS would allow for Grade 3 to move from Shepard Hill 
Elementary and Moosup Elementary School to Plainfield Memorial School, and would assist in consolidation of grades PK-
2.   
 
Option B3: Same as option B2 but close the Early Childhood Center and Plainfield Memorial School. In this Scenario the 
district would transfer students to both Shepard and Moosup.  It is important to note that Plainfield Memorial has had a 
recent CT DAS roof project due to a fire.  Closing a school program within the required DAS timeline can lead to significant 
financial penalties for a district, as funds need to be repaid to the State of Connecticut.  DAS penalties for PMS would be 
significant, as the project is less than five years old.  
 
Option B4: Keep all facilities open and redistrict the schools. If the district were to combine lower levels to avoid duplication 
of students at multiple schools it would eliminate inefficiencies in the current model which splits parts of grades K-3 at 
different sites. This could result in fewer classes and reduced personnel costs. No savings in facility operation and 
maintenance would be gained. 
 
Please note that in all presented options auxiliary spaces must be considered: If students are to be redistricted to schools 
with excess capacity, it is assumed the auxiliary spaces within the schools, such as lunch rooms and gymnasiums, have 
been properly sized from initial construction to accommodate full occupancy. If a solution requires building new classrooms, 
the auxiliary spaces will need to be examined to see if they can meet the additional usage. 
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Additional Considerations: 
 
A phased approach to reallocating space in a school district. 
 
As Plainfield considers options, planning for swing space is a critical component in school renovation projects, as it allows 
for the continuous operation of educational activities while portions of the existing facility undergo renovations or new 
construction. Proper planning and allocation of swing space are vital to ensure that the project timeline is adhered to and 
potential delays are mitigated. 
 
One of the primary advantages of swing space is that it enables a phased construction approach, which is often necessary 
in school projects due to the size and complexity of the facilities. By temporarily relocating classrooms, administrative offices, 
and other essential functions to the swing space, construction can progress in a systematic manner without disrupting the 
entire school at once. This phased approach helps to streamline the construction process, minimizing potential delays 
caused by coordination challenges or the need to vacate the entire premises during construction. 
 
Furthermore, swing space serves as a contingency plan in the event of unexpected delays or unforeseen circumstances. 
Construction projects, especially those involving existing structures, can encounter various obstacles, such as the discovery 
of unforeseen site conditions, supply chain disruptions, or inclement weather. With adequate swing space available, the 
school can continue its operations while alternative solutions or adjustments to the construction schedule are implemented, 
minimizing the impact on students' learning and ensuring continuity of education. 
 
Effective swing space planning also accounts for the potential need to extend or modify the swing space arrangement based 
on the project's progress. If construction delays occur, the swing space may need to accommodate the school's functions 
for a longer period than initially anticipated. Having a flexible and adaptable swing space strategy allows for adjustments to 
be made without compromising the educational experience or causing significant disruptions to the school community.  
 
By carefully considering swing space requirements during the planning stages of a school construction project, architects, 
construction managers, and school administrators can better anticipate and mitigate potential challenges, ensuring that the 
project stays on track while maintaining a safe and conducive learning environment for students throughout the construction 
process. 
 
Age Appropriate Learning Spaces 
 
Incorporating age-appropriate classroom design is crucial in school renovation projects to foster an optimal learning 
environment tailored to the specific developmental needs of students at different age levels and instructional models. For 
early childhood and elementary classrooms, the design should prioritize bright, engaging spaces that promote exploration, 
creativity, and hands-on learning experiences. With Connecticut's upcoming requirement in 2027 for elementary schools to 
incorporate purposeful play, these classrooms should include ample floor space for play areas, cozy reading nooks, and 
low-level shelving and furniture to accommodate smaller students. The design should also facilitate intentional play-based 
learning activities that support cognitive, social, emotional, and physical development. 
 
As students progress to middle and high school, classroom designs should shift to accommodate more structured, subject-
specific instructional models. These classrooms should emphasize functional layouts that facilitate collaborative work, 
discussions, and technology integration. Adequate desk spacing, flexible seating arrangements, and effective acoustics are 
essential for promoting focus and engagement during lectures, group projects, and hands-on experiments. 
 
Age-appropriate design considerations extend beyond the classrooms themselves, encompassing hallways, common 
areas, cafeterias and outdoor spaces. For younger students, these spaces should incorporate elements that encourage 
physical activity, imaginative play, and social interaction. Older students may benefit from quiet study areas, collaborative 
workspaces, and spaces that support extracurricular activities or career exploration. 
 
By aligning the physical environment with the cognitive, social, emotional, and physical development stages of students, as 
well as the instructional models and curricular requirements at different grade levels, schools can create nurturing, 
stimulating settings that enhance learning outcomes, promote well-being, and cultivate a sense of belonging for all students 
throughout their educational journey. 
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2 .  P r o j ec t  Me t h odo l og y   

Bureau Veritas performed a detailed room by room analysis of the instructional and administrative spaces in each building 
considering the size of each space and each room’s use. This data was then compared to State published guidelines for 
school room sizes, For this analysis, Bureau Veritas has used the Connecticut Department of Administrative Services – 
Compilation of Space School Standards for new school spaces as the standard to which to compare spaces for the different 
uses within a school.  
 
Bureau Veritas has also surveyed school design standards from other entities throughout the U.S. including: 
- School design standards, Texas Administrative Code 
- School design standards, Albuquerque Public Schools 
- Indian Affairs Education Space Criteria Handbook, 80 IAM 2-H 
- Planning For Education: Space Guidelines for Planning Educational Facilities, Oklahoma State Department Of 
Education 
-  
- State Building Aid for Public School Districts and BOCES - The State Education Department (New York) 
 
In addition, Bureau Veritas has referenced the OLR Research Report: School Construction Space Requirements 
(Connecticut, 2011) which addresses school square footage with regard to State reimbursement for school construction 
costs. 
 
Capacities for schools were derived from standards for recommended classroom size and number of students.  State of 
Connecticut guidelines provide for a standard size for classrooms of 900 square feet and 25 students per classroom.  This 
equates to 36 square feet per student. Certain classrooms are recommended for sizing up to 1,200 square feet, such as 
pre-K and high school science classrooms.   
 
Computations for the capacity of schools are based on the number of general, standard sized classrooms in each school.  
For kindergarten through elementary students, this is to determine the capacity of rooms in which students spend most of 
their day and receive most of their instruction.  Specialized classrooms such as music and art rooms are excluded from the 
determination of school capacity, as these are occupied by the same students as the general classrooms at times during 
the day.  For the middle and high school grades, the general classrooms are seen as homerooms, where students start 
their day and which rooms are available for general occupancy throughout the day.  Small classrooms are also assumed to 
be special purpose classrooms occupied by students at sporadic times of the day, perhaps for small group instruction, clubs, 
or other special uses.  It is assumed that these students are accounted for in their standard sized homerooms.  
 
Some space requirements are also regulated by building codes.  These codes are concerned primarily with safety and 
health.  Provisions that define the allowable number of occupants in a space are concerned with how many people can 
safely exit in an emergency.  These occupant loads do not address optimum occupant loads for various uses, only maximum 
numbers for safe exiting.  Building codes also dictate the minimum number of plumbing fixtures in a building, based on the 
previously determined maximum occupancy. This again is a legal minimum rather than an optimum number.  Building codes 
assume every space in a building is fully occupied at the same time, which does not correlate with how many students a 
school building can serve.  Building codes are therefore not addressed in this analysis. 
 
The instructional and administrative rooms within each building are included in the analysis.  Each room is assigned a 
category according to its use.  The categories are as follows: 
 
- Administration  
- Assembly 
- Circulation 
- Classroom - General 
- Classroom - Small 
- Classroom - Specialty 
- Dining 
- Gymnasium and Sports Related Areas 
- Maintenance and Support  
- Storage 
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Each room has furthermore been classified as meeting recommended size standards, with a tolerance (generally plus or 
minus 10%), or being over- or undersized.  The size standards typically apply to classrooms, offices, gymnasiums, and 
similar rooms that generally have size standards available.   
 
In addition to the school capacity analysis, school administration and Bureau Veritas conducted surveys among teachers, 
students and parents soliciting opinion on other needs of the buildings, such as the adequacy of music and art classrooms, 
heating and cooling adequacy, condition and needs of site facilities.  The surveys provide an additional level of feedback to 
management as to further needs apart from space sizes. 
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3 .  D a t a  T ab les  

3.1. Early Childhood Center (1913, Renovated 2000)  
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3.2. Shepard Hil l Elementary (1992)  
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3.3. Moosup Elementary (1965, Renovated 1992)  
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3.4. Plainf ield Memorial School  (1970, Renovation/Addition 1992)  
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3.5. Plainf ield Central Middle School  (1982, Addition 1992)  
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3.6. Plainf ield High School (2005) 
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4 .  A p pe nd i x :  Loc a t i on  P la n  

Site Plan 

 

  
 

 

Project Number Project Name 

 

163022.R23000 Plainfield Schools 

Source On-Site Date 

Google Various, 2023 
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5 .  A p pe nd i x :  O L R R es e a rc h  Re po r t :  Sc h o o l  C on s t r uc t i o n  S pac e  
R e q u i re m en t s  
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6 .  A p pe nd i x :  R oom  Ta b les  

6.1. Early Childhood Center  
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6.2. Shepard Hil l Elementary 
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6.3. Moosup Elementary 
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6.4. Plainf ield Memorial School   
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6.5. Plainf ield Central Middle School  
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6.6. Plainf ield High School  
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